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Abstract: - The philosophy of GOD and HUMAN shall be considered as closely associated and related to “DARK FLAME” and “WHITE FLAME”. The White Flame shall be called as “IMAGE” of Dark Flame and both the flames can’t be separated for ever. All the matters exist (Both organic and Inorganic) in the material universe shall be considered as emanated from Billions of White flame rays and continue to exist under the radiation effect of White flame. It is further focused that every organic and inorganic matter of universe right from planets, Bacteria, Microbes shall be considered as having individual Identity just like the “SIM CARD” of mobile phone system.

“Billions of rays emanated from white flame shall mean to represent billions of matters exist in the universe with distinguished SIM number recorded in the Master Memory of God”-Author
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I. INTRODUCTION

The philosophy of GOD shall be considered as a pre-existence huge DARK TREE having full of Dark matter, dark energy which produces Billions of organic and inorganic “Plants” and these plants shall be considered as “Naturally created plants”, derived initial genetic value from “STEM” of the Dark Tree. The stem shall be considered as composed of “3G Tablet” which provides required Nutrients to the Dark Tree. All the naturally created plants shall be considered as undergoing three major genetic changes and considered produced millions of species to the natural plants. The 3G tablet contains billions of genetic information in the form of scientific logics required for evolution of “three generation species” in three geological periods.
II. PREVIOUS PUBLICATION

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.

[16] Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013)
[17] Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013)
[18] Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013)
[19] NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013)
[20] Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013)
[21] Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
[22] Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
[23] HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IIJRD, September issue, 2013)
[24] NEUTRINOS EXIST IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
[25] EARLY UNIVERSE WAS HIGHLY FROZEN?!... (IJOART, October issue, 2013)
[26] UNIVERSE IS LIKE SPACE SHIP?!... (AJER, October issue, 2013)
[27] ANCIENT EGYPT IS DRAVIDA NAD?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
[28] ROSETTA STONE IS PREHISTORIC “THAMEE STONE” ?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
[29] The Supernatural “CNO” HUMAN?... (IJOART, December issue, 2013)
[31] 3G Evolution?!... (IJIRD, December issue, 2013)

III. HYPOTHESIS

1) The “God” shall be considered as closed container appears to be “TRIPOD” like structure emanating Dark radiation particles from “DARK FLAME”. The Dark flame shall be considered as under “Highly freezed state” having thermodynamic property and infinity value of Entropy, and the Enthalpy value is considered always constant during “expanding universe”. The GOD shall also be considered having defined structure and also called as “TRIPOD UNIVERSE” having resting on three-in-one base SUN, EARTH, MOON which supports the entire universe.

![Diagram of GOD like TRIPOD UNIVERSE]
Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)

“The Dark Flame shall be considered as the source of infinite level of internal energy of God having constant thermo dynamic property and strong upward Gravitational force.”-Author

2) The philosophy of GOD shall be defined within the following scope.
   a) GOD is considered as invisible dark colour Super Human.
   b) GOD is considered as having “Dark eye Iris”
   c) GOD is considered as having Heart emanating absolutely “White Radiation”. The white flame shall be considered as heart of God.
   e) The White radiations are considered having creation effect through which all the matters in the material universe (Region-III) are “created”. The material universe shall also be called as “Einstein Region”.
   f) The philosophy of so called Electromagnetic radiation, Light, lightning might be derived from the philosophy of white radiation emanated from “White Flame”.
   g) The philosophy of Dark matter, Dark energy, in quantum physics might be derived from the philosophy of Dark Rays emanated from “Dark Flame”.

3) Human ancestor and other matters, shall be considered as created initially by GOD within predefined period through white radiation within defined period. The philosophy of creation of all matters including human shall be defined within the following scope.
   a) Every matter created has its own definite Identity defined by “each ray” emanated from white radiation.
   b) Every initially created matter shall be considered having undergoing major three genetic variation in three geological period. The three genetically varied matter shall also be called as “3 Generation species matters” having acquired distinguished three fundamental colours DARK BLUE, DARK GREE, DARK RED in three generations.
   c) Human ancestor shall also be considered as created matter through one among billions of rays emanated from White radiation and undergoing three major genetic variation in three geological period.
   d) The three genetically varied human populations in three geological periods shall also be considered as three species to the originally created human.
   e) The three distinguished “human species” shall be identified through millions colour variation in “Human Eye Iris” under three fundamental colour Iris generated in three geological periods.
      i) Dark Iris – Human creation origin
      ii) Dark Blue Iris – 1st generation species
      iii) Dark Green Iris – 2nd generation species
      iv) Dark Red Iris – 3rd generation species
   f) The three major human species shall be considered having distinguished genetic value in skin colour, hair colour, hair structure, nose structure and other physical structure in three generations.
   g) The philosophy of stage at which human ancestor was created and evolution of subsequent three human species shall be narrated as below.
IV. GOD HAS THERMO DYNAMIC VALUE

It is focused that God shall be considered as source of internal energy of universe comprising of dark energy, dark matter, dark law. The philosophy of thermodynamic property entropy, enthalpy might be derived from the philosophy of dark matter and dark energy of God. The dark energy shall be considered as responsible for structural part of Universe and dark matter shall be considered as functional part of Universe.
God Has Heart Beat
It is focused that God has defined systematic sustained heart beat which is responsible for evolution process of material universe. The fundamental neutrinos of Universe PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON particles shall be considered evolved from white flame radiation of God.

"The fundamental neutrinos emanated from heart of God shall be considered as God particles" - Author

V. GOD HAS BLOOD?...
It is speculated that the Heart of God is fully influenced with absolutely white radiation emanating fundamental neutrinos particles of universe PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON. In other words the Blood of God is considered under highly vapour state. The white radiation emanated from Neutrinos particles shall also be called as “J-RADIATION” or “MORNING STAR”. The blood shall alternatively be called as “Neutrino fluid” naturally secreated due to impact of fundamental neutrinos particles Photon, Electron, Proton.

VI. GOD HAS GENDER IDENTITY?...
It is speculated that GOD shall be considered as “Superhuman” having only three chromosome derived from inbuilt 3G TABLET. The three chromosome shall also be called as “J-Chromosome”. J Chromosome shall mean composed of three fundamental neutrinos of universe Photon, Electron, Proton having genetic value and creation effect of matters.
a) Right dot (Proton) - Male gender  
b) Left dot (Electron) - Female gender  
c) Centre dot (Photon) - Dual gender  

It is focused that the philosophy of “TRISOMY SYNDROME” occurrence in Medical science might be due to impact of “genetic reflection” of J chromosome of GOD, the creator.

VII. GOD CAN FLY? …

It is speculated that GOD can be considered capable of “FLYING”. It is focused that the J-Radiation (White flame) comprised of fundamental neutrinos particles Photon, Electron, Proton having “ZERO MASS” which enable GOD to fly and travels faster than speed of “LIGHT”.

It is focused that HUMAN ANCESTOR shall be considered created as Image of GOD from his heart. It is speculated that the ANGELS, ADAM, EVE, populations shall be considered as 1st generation Human and lived in RAMNAD of INDIA. The body of two sons of ADAM (Abel, Cain) were buried in ‘RAMESWARAM’ is an evidence that ADAM has lived in TAMIL NAD.

Further it is stated that as ADAM could be capable of flying they might have lived in MARS PLANET and could have constructed “ADAM BRIDGE” at RAMESWARAM and “GREAT PYRAMIDS at EGYPT” without much difficulty at later period concerned with “Astronomical reason”. Further in prehistoric time, ADAM might have been also called as “MGR”. MGR shall acronymically means MARS GEO RULER. Hence ADAM shall also be called as “ADAM alias RAM”.

Can we see GOD?...

It is focused that nobody can see GOD. But the image of God can be seen.

(ADAM alias RAM)
Universe Still Expands?...
It is focused that the material universe shall be considered as consistently evolved. Evolution shall mean acquiring additional mass to the fundamental neutrino particles PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON due to consistent misalignment in the relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Global level research is going on for settlement of future generation population in the MARS PLANET. If god himself destroyed then where is the question of existence of MARS planet and other material universe?...

“Peaceful future generation shall be only possible if God is saved by his own children”- Author
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